
EaseUS Announces Official Release of Partition Master 11.0 That Keeps PCs/Laptops/Servers

Running at Best

EaseUS  11.0  partition  management  solution  is  mainly  designed  to  optimize  PCs/laptops

performance, take full advantage of disk space for what matters most and keep all data or even

system secure. Partition Master 11.0 makes it much simple and smooth to create WinPE bootable

media for system migration coupled with intuitive user interface.

Top  award-winning  partition  manager  software,  Partition  Master  maximizes  hard  drive  usage

through a stream of operations, resizing, merging, creating, deleting and splitting disk partition

when there is no much room for a mass of data or applications. Information increasingly expands

in the digital world that large storage space is required for safekeeping. Efficient disk management

contributes to data security and premium PC performance.

Except for major updates on primary managing features, the 11.0 version cleans up junk files easily,

speeds up computers and keeps PCs run fast and healthily as a routine maintenance. Junk files or

programs are inevitable in computers daily working. Regular cleaning protects PC from outage and

leaves much space for important files.

Meanwhile, EaseUS partition managing software allows to keep track of large files that takes most

memory space for further transferring or sorting. Used data can be wiped out to save much space.

Besides, disk defragmentation repairs file fragments and improves hard drive capability.

Especially for Windows 10 installing, migrating previous operating system to HDD/SSD is effective

to solve low disk space problem. Usually system disk occupies crucial part of hard drive while most

users get used to storing information on it without extra concern. Transferring system to larger

HDD/SDD is to protect hard drive and system from destructive failure.  What’s more, it’s quite

critical  to  create  64bit  WinPE  bootable  media  and  get  system  restarted  again  quickly  where

Partition Master works well when system crash occurs.



EaseUS redesigns the 11.0 partition managing software user  interface to  simplify  routine disk

management. Highlighted core features in common use are obvious for easy operation.

EaseUS Partition Master 11.0 is available now at:
http://fr.easeus.com/partition-manager/business.html

About EaseUS Software:

EaseUS provides professional IT solutions for home, education and SMB users, service providers
in data recovery, backup, system optimization and partition manager on both Windows and Mac
platforms.  Founded  in  2004,  EaseUS  has  established  itself  as  a  fast-growing  international
company with over 100,000,000 wonderful users in the world. For more information, please visit
http://fr.easeus.com/
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